Percy Agricultural Society – Light & Heavy Pony Pull 2022
Saturday, September 10 – start time at 10:00 am

Any Questions please contact P.A.S Horse Pull Director
Brandon Taylor (705) 768-1517
1st - $150; 2nd - $130; 3rd - $120; 4th - $110; 5th - $50; 6th to 10th - $40

Lightweight Class – 48 inches and under, Heavy Class – 49-56 inches
Rules and Regulations for Pony Pull:
1. A person may enter and drive as many teams as he/she likes in each class.
2. A team or horse may draw in one class only.
3. A teamster is allowed two helpers if he so desires.
4. No interference whatsoever by the helpers while horses are drawing or draw disqualified.
5. Teamsters or helpers are not allowed at horse’s heads while hitching or drawing.
6. No cursing, swinging lines, beating horses with ends of line while hitched or drawing.
7. Teamsters and helpers are to stay behind whiffletrees while horses are drawing.
8. Teamsters and helpers are not allowed to touch, push, or slap horses with hands.
9. No check slaps allowed.
10. In case of break in harness, time to repair determined by the judge.
11. Two complete draws of 15 feet required. There will be 2 tries to pull the load 15 feet. The horses
while pulling, must stay within the course lines or be disqualified from that try only.
12. Any movement under 4 inches will be considered a chuck if the teamster is trying to hold team and
this will not be considered a pull.
13. Two passes in front of the boat will constitute one try.
14. Teamster, upon entering the pull area has 2 minutes to hitch and 4 minutes to complete pull.
15. Any teamster or helper arguing with the judge will automatically be ejected from contest.
16. Once team has a draw, that teamster remain teamster for balance of the contest.
17. ALL PULLERS MUST SHOW PROOF OF INSURANCE.
18. All teamsters and helpers must be properly dressed for the occasion.
19. All decisions made by the judge are final.
20. Entries must be pre-registered & membership paid before participating in the pull.
21. Prize money will be FORFEITED if puller not registered before entering the competition.
22. Any team considered dangerous by the judge/pull committee will be disqualified.
23. Once the team enters the pulling area for the first pull, and if they have blinders on, they must
remain on, and if they are open, they must stay that way.

